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document is maintained so that everyone is assured they are working on the
latest document," she added.
There are several vendors that
offer enterprise web solutions but
Plumtree Software believes that it differentiates itself from the other companies through its flexibility.
"You can use our application on
many different types of application
servers, program in many different
types of languages, and tie into many
different back-end systems.
Syncrude Canada recently
deployed Plumtree's Corporate Portal,
Collaboration Server and Search Server
to over 5,000 employees, partners and
contractors.

ADVANTAGES, DISADVANTAGES

Although many large corporations
are purchasing enterprise web solutions there are still complaints.

One problem that Forrester
Research expressed about Plumtree is
that it does not have a sophisticated
enterprise application integration (EAI)
or business process automation (BPM)
capability that other enterprise web
portals have. Instead, Forrester states
that applications must be integrated
point-to-point.
Some companies do not see this as
a problem. With Plumtree, a particular EAI or BPM system does not have
to be in use to implement its suite.
Line56 Media, a company that
analyzes enterprise technology, found
that integrating an enterprise web
application with other systems was difficult for nearly half of the companies
it recently surveyed.
Other significant problems found
were the need for process automation,
monitoring and management tools and
self-service web publishing.

The challenges in deployment of
the solution the surveyed companies
reported ranged from developing a
vision of what the enterprise web
should be to indexing from third-party
repositories.
Some benefits that Line 56 found
with deployment of an enterprise web is
process automation, general productivity, lower IT costs, collaboration, better
time to market and increased revenue.
However, 87 percent of the companies reported a positive ROI with less
than 6.0 percent reporting a negative.
Deployment speed of a web portal
depends on the specific company and
what it is trying to build, said Dietrich.
Line56 found that the average
time to deploy enterprise web software
is eight months, with 30.9 percent of
those surveyed doing it in three to six
months and only 12.3 percent launching it in under three.

Attribute-Enriched Data Is Critical for Supply Chain Collaboration
By Virgil Vincent, Weatherford
International, and Richard
Turner, Convergence Data
Services
Quality of data is essential if a
company expects to realize significant
value from its enterprise resource
planning (ERP), product life-cycle
management (PLM) and business intelligence (BI) tools.
Consider, for example, that reducing inventory (by identifying duplicate
buy items), increasing purchasing
power (by consolidating direct material
spend across business units and product lines) and maximizing collaboration
with suppliers and clients can only be
truly realized by having rich, attributebased data.
Unfortunately, the discipline with
which many companies prepare data
for migration from legacy applications
to enterprise systems is limited - a
problem that routinely compromises
margins.
A particularly salient example is
supply-chain management. With many
www.upstreamcio.com

corporations spending nearly 60 percent of their revenues on purchased
products and services, supply-chain

"A major obstacle to
achieving improved
efficiency in the supply chain
is the inability to share and
transfer meaningful
information to the extended
enterprise - particularly
outside suppliers."

management has a fundamental impact
on the bottom line.
7

However, improving efficiency in
the supply chain is routinely constrained by organizations' inability to
share and transfer meaningful information to the extended enterprise - particularly outside suppliers.
And the principal culprit is data
corruption and inconsistencies (internal and external).
Typically there are several causes
of redundant, erroneous, or nonstandard data:
●
disparate systems that cannot
communicate internally or
externally;
●
different commodity naming
and numbering conventions;
●
lack of a formal process for
creating new parts; and
●
lack of governance with
respect to data standards.
Many companies have sought to
overcome these problems by implementing enterprise systems.
Unfortunately, many such efforts
have been less than successful
because of their failure to deal with
unstructured information and the
November 2003
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lack of industry-standard taxonomies.

USING ENTERPRISE
DATA CLASSIFICATION

Enterprise data classification is a
method of organizing data by grouping
similar products into a common classification hierarchy.
As shown in Example 1, a company's classification structure often looks
like a tree with branches, with a product grouping of attributes used to
uniquely describe the products at the
end of each branch. Products with
common attributes thus can be found
under the same category in the classification tree. Example 1 depicts the
classification structure for raw materials commonly used in the oil and gas
industry.
An enterprise classification structure contains the agreed-upon standards for describing all products. This
begins with major product and service
groupings, and bores down to defining
acceptable attribute values for a specific group of products.
It usually is very easy to see the
difference in data quality between companies that have done little with their
data and companies that have applied
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Example 2: Legacy vs. Attribute Enhanced Descriptions
enterprise classification mechanisms.
Example 2 highlights these differences.
As shown in Example 2, there are
significant differences between the old
legacy product descriptions and the
new enterprise product descriptions.
For example, the new descriptions
depict a consistent order of information, as well as a consistent format
involving the use of decimal places, use
of abbreviations, use of the same noun
to start a description and so forth.
The product descriptions on the left
also are written haphazardly. Each
description looks different, lacks useful
information and has no standard format.
Basically, a lot more information
can be obtained on the products on
the right side, thus making it much
easier to find what you are looking for.
Descriptions on the right are made up
of attribute values that can also be
used to find a certain product.
Example 3 illustrates the value of
attribute-based data in developing a
consistent enterprise description.

Using an automated description
generator with enterprise agreed templates, based on allowed attribute values, drives description conformity
throughout a product category.
The process also serves as an effective validation tool in identifying any
missing or incorrect attribute values.

IMPORTANCE OF MAINTAINING
DATA STANDARDS

Once a company has carefully converted its legacy data to an agreedupon standard enterprise classification,
the next step is to apply the same level
of diligence to any new products that
will be created going forward.
The focal point here is the new
part creation process that typically is
managed by today's product life-cycle
management (PLM) systems.
Most PLM systems are not capable
of policing the creation of new product classifications, which often contributes to a free-formatting approach
to describing new products.
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Example 1: Classification tree structure
for raw materials. Items are grouped
based on identical attribute types.
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Example 3: An example of enriched product data described by attributes
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Consequently, it is essential that
companies introduce exceptional levels
of order to their new-part-creation
processes.
To keep up to date with new
products and standards, companies
also will need the ability to maintain
and update their enterprise classification structure.
In other words, if a PLM system is
a particular company's master data
manager for its product data, then it
will need to determine how to update
and maintain the classification in its
PLM system on an ongoing basis.

CONSOLIDATING DUPLICATE
PRODUCTS

Once attributes have been defined
for a company's key product groups,
the process of identifying duplicate
products becomes much easier.
If it has done a good job of enforcing the use of standard attributes to
describe each product group, then
those attributes can be used to conduct
consolidation searches (Example 4).
It is also important that - to enable
true search results - a standard set of
attribute values exists for each attribute.
Example 4 (depicting a large oil and
gas OEM that uses raw materials across
all of its business) shows the power of
having a rich attribute set that helps
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Example 5: Example of a Data Classification Architecture
identify duplicate raw materials.

ENTERPRISE DATA CLASSIFICATION
PROCESS

As we have noted, successfully
extracting data from multiple legacy systems - and then passing the data on to
new enterprise applications - demands a
robust data-classification process.
In fact, a robust data-classification
process can pay big dividends to an
organization through its ability to pass
a clean, rich data set that has been prevalidated to meet the requirements of
new enterprise applications.
For this reason, it is vital that
companies work to prepare their legacy data before loading the data into a
new application architecture.
A robust classification process
starts with extracting only the most
pertinent information - not passing

along information that should have
been purged previously.
Once the optimal legacy data-set is
determined, the information then
should be loaded into a temporary
classification content database.
Example 5 describes a classification
architecture.
Prior to classifying a new batch of
legacy data, the company should work
to consolidate duplicates and map
newly loaded parts to any existing,
matching classified parts.
Data classification represents a
good opportunity to consolidate
potential duplicate parts prior to loading classified data into a new system.
The next step is to take the
remaining legacy data-set and classify
those products into the approved
enterprise classification structure.
If an enterprise classification structure does not exist, then subject matter
experts need to determine what that
structure should be, including identifying the product categories and attributes used to describe these products.
Once a legacy data set has been
classified, the data can be cleansed and
populated with additional attribute
information.
Example 6 describes some of the
key activities that take place during the
time that data are held in the classification content database.

DATA CLEANSING AND
CLASSIFICATION

After populating data with attribute values, the classification and attribute values then will need to be validated against agreed-upon enterprise
standards.
Once the classification cleansing
and validation have been completed,
various descriptions can be generated

Example 4: Attribute Consolidation Tool
www.upstreamcio.com
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Quality Data is Key to Successful Strategic
Sourcing, Spend Analysis, Collaboration
units of measure and accurate supplier information.
Collaboration. A collaborative supply chain efficiently
integrates suppliers, manufacturers, warehouses and
stores, so that products are produced and distributed so
as to minimize total system costs and meet customer
requirements.
Enabling supply-chain technologies will provide more
efficient communication - with decisions based on realtime information - without cause to worry about data
discrepancies.
The collaborative flow of data must be: 1) attribute
based; 2) integrated into enterprise systems; and 3)webbased to maximize flexibility.
Supplier benefits associated with an attribute-based,
collaborative process include:
an easier way of doing business;
fewer errors;
better inventory management and forecasting
accuracy;
reduced data maintenance, e.g., not having to
map part-numbering systems;
improved ability to engage in e-commerce;
value-added service that differentiates a supplier
from its competitors;
unit-cost savings and lower operating costs; and
opportunity to manage all of a customer's data,
thereby simplifying change control and maintaining industry standards versus local standards.

Strategic Sourcing. Suppliers are an increasingly
valuable contributor to profitability. In fact, through
innovation, continuous improvement and collaboration,
many have become extensions of their customers'
organizations.
For this reason, most extended enterprises must
work to ensure the delivery of real-time information to
suppliers.
They also must acknowledge that customer-supplier
relationships of this type have characteristics that are different from other types of supply chain activities; for
example, "total supply cost" is more important that purchase price only.
All in all, these are relationships that demand information and technology sharing to achieve common standards and cost reductions.
Work flows and supply chain information will support common standards such as XML for interoperability
among critical suppliers.
Spend Analysis. Consolidating purchasing power driven by repeatable spend analysis - is a major component of strategic sourcing.
Purchasing at the enterprise level, rather than at the
single-facility level can have significant impact on spend
reduction.
In many ways, maximizing buying leverage across
divisions and product lines is made possible by data with
a rich set of attributes, enterprise descriptions, reconciled

from the existing attribute set.
The next step of the classification
process then is to run final validations
on both the classification structure and
the new data set to ensure that the
information will be accepted by the
new enterprise applications.
Typically, the data is classified in

●
●
●

●

●
●

●
●

batches, as described in the previous
example. The size of each batch can
vary widely, depending on how many
disparate legacy databases exist across
the enterprise.
The initial condition of the legacy
data and the desired future state will
dictate the number of resources needPrimary Activities

Data Cleansing
and Classification
Content
Database

•Classification is created, modified, reviewed and approved.
• Data are aggregated.
• Parts are aligned with classification.
• Data are cleansed.
• Attribute values are populated.
• Consistent naming conventions are established.
• Data are validated for consistency.
• Data are exported into PDM or ERP systems.

Example 6: Typical activities involved in the classification process
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ed to help classify and cleanse the data
for each batch.

KEY POINTS

The mission of this brief paper has
been to emphasize the importance of
consistent, high-quality data, and to
identify the key activities associated
with introducing that data into a new
enterprise application environment.
The key points of this mission are
summarized below.
●
Data must be classified,
enriched with standard attributes and developed with a
consistent naming convention
to achieve maximum benefit
from enterprise systems.
●
Identifying duplicate items
using attribute searches can
help reduce inventory levels
www.upstreamcio.com
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●

●

and enhance purchasing power
by enabling consolidation
across business units and product lines.
More effective collaboration
with suppliers - as well as syndication to clients - can only
be truly realized through rich
attribute-based data.
Focusing on the supply chain
(where the majority of the
spend occurs on direct materials) provides the most cost-

●

●

benefit opportunities.
Enterprise data classification is
a means of developing a common language - an attributebased system where information can readily be shared with
partners.
Participation by an industry
forum of OEMs and suppliers
is key to moving toward a single taxonomy and reducing the
need for suppliers to develop
multiple "tailor-made" systems

●

for each client.
Increasing efficiency in the
supply chain by automating
supply-side processes will
become even more important
as companies exhaust internal
opportunities to reduce costs.

Editor's Note: A related article on PLM systems appears in the May 2003 issue of Upstream
CIO on page 1.

Shrink-Wrap, Vendor-Neutral Integration
Solution for G&G Applications, Data
In this article, Upstream CIO profiles OpenSpirit, a middleware solution for G&G requirements. Extensive interviews with
OpenSpirit customers, Shell International E&P and Talisman Energy, shed light on factors such as functionality, reliability, ease of
deployment, and value offered by OpenSpirit products.
Before Shell, ChevronTexaco, Kerr
McGee and many other companies
deployed OpenSpirit's solution, they
developed their own integrations
between subsurface data from
OpenWorks (Landmark Graphics),
Geoframe (GeoQuest) and Excel
spreadsheets and the subsurface processing and modeling applications.
To determine or evaluate well
drilling locations, E&P companies need
to handle and interpret of massive
amounts of data that are performed in
several steps.
These steps are individually performed by a wide spectrum of specialized professionals and involve multiple
hand-offs, software applications and
systems.
First, to clearly identify physical
attributes of potential hydrocarbonproducing locations, a geophysicist
processes and polishes data captured in
specific software applications that for
example, only work on UNIX-based
systems.
Next, using modeling software on
PC-based systems, a geologist interprets data that have been processed by
geophysicists.
Finally, to determine locations that
offer financially viable opportunities, a
business manager performs elaborate
economic analyses on data interpretawww.upstreamcio.com

tions provided by geologists using
Excel or any other spreadsheet tool.
Although all the steps described
above need to be integrated in one
workflow, often the software applications used don't talk to each other and
sometimes they don't talk to the databases where the required data reside.
To integrate these applications and
databases, companies have typically
pursued one or more of the following
strategies:
●
they employ a database manager or data loader who manually imports data from one
database such as a Geoframe
or an OpenWorks one, reformats it and exports it to
another and/or imports, reformats, and exports data from
one application to another;
●
they require their expensive
geotechnicians and business
managers to do data importing, reformatting, and exporting by themselves; or
●
they hire in-house developers
and/or outside systems integrators to write programs or
implement tools that automate
data importing, reformating
and exporting.
Each strategy is expensive and limits the utility of data. In addition, man11

ual integrations are time consuming
and error-prone.
OpenSpirit appears to have
changed that, at least in the arenas
where well and seismic data types are
used for now.
Simply put, OpenSpirit is an offthe-shelf, middleware solution that

Figure 1: OpenSpirit is a platformindependent, plug-and-play framework
that communicates between various
vendor databases and applications,
which haven't been pre-designed for
interoperability.
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